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NATURIST CHARTER
Hello and welcome to the Naturist Village of La Jenny!
Being at La Jenny means adopting all the fundamental values of naturism: total nudity, self-respect, respect of others
and of the environment. Remaining dressed, when the weather does not require it, shows disrespect for the other
people who have chosen this mode of life.
At La Jenny, nudity is not an option!
Here are a few basic rules to be respected willingly at La Jenny:
Respect of nudity: no hiding, no exhibiting
- Total nudity is the rule within the limits of the Village. It is obligatory on the golf course, at the archery stand, in the
swimming pool and at the pétanque area, as from the entrance.
- Whilst total nudity on the beach is compulsory, the path running from the Village to the beach is a public forest
area. We recommend tying a towel or a pareo around the waist along the path.
- If the weather, hygiene or safety conditions require clothing, keep it simple: a T-shirt, a pareo, sportswear.
- Swimsuits, bathing trunks, bikinis and strings are forbidden throughout the Village. Naturist nudity has nothing to
hide.
- Similarly, erotic accessories (sexual piercing, underwear, etc.) are forbidden in public. Any exhibitionist behavior or
sexually oriented attitude is strictly forbidden.
- The above rules apply to everyone.
Safety
For everyone’s safety, a few simple rules must be observed, and in particular:
- Our forest environment is extremely vulnerable to fire. It is strictly forbidden to use a barbecue, throw away a
cigarette end, leave an empty bottle, etc.
- The speed limit for vehicles is 20 km/hour with absolute priority for pedestrians and cyclists.
- Avoid using your car. Give pride of place to cycling or walking.
Community life
Naturism also means respect of other people and of the environment:
- Restrict photographing and filming to private, family subjects.
- Avoid all noisy activities, especially in the evening and early morning,
- Respect the equipment and infrastructures of the Village,
- Use the yellow bags (available at the security local at the entrance of La Jenny) for selective sorting, take your waste
to the bins provided, place bottles and glass in the containers provided and follow precisely the sorting instructions,
- Respect the dunes and the beach and make sure you do not leave any rubbish behind,
- Save water whenever possible but take a shower before swimming in the pool,
Enjoy your stay at LA JENNY!
The Management
This document has been approved by all the co-owners of La Jenny of the SCI du Village Naturiste de La Jenny.
MGM of 03/05/2008 resolution 04 and modified in the MGM of 15/05/2021 resolution 07
It does not replace the detailed documents governing life at La Jenny (byelaws, etc.), which are available on request. The Management of the
Village ensures that the rules are observed and may, if necessary, expel offenders temporarily or permanently.

